
 

 

KATHLEEN RETURNS WITH CAPTIVATING NEW SINGLES "FEVER DREAM" &  

“HOW LONG WILL THIS LAST” 

 

LISTEN TO "FEVER DREAM" HERE / WATCH HERE 

LISTEN TO "HOW LONG WILL THIS LAST" HERE / WATCH HERE 

 

        
(Click HERE for Hi-Res Cover Art) 

 

July 15, 2022 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, Los Angeles-based singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, 

activist, KATHLEEN returns with defiantly original songs “Fever Dream” and “How Long Will This 

Last.” Listen to “Fever Dream” HERE and “How Long Will This Last” HERE via Warner Records. 

The modern pop visionary’s first new releases since 2021's “San Andreas’ Fault" are characteristically 

adventurous, combining sharply observant lyrics with intricate and intimate production; a pair 

complementary in theme yet musically quite distinct. KATHLEEN presents a timely and timeless artistic 

vision that’s perspective-shifting, completely honest, and refreshingly authentic. 

 

Co-produced with STINT (Jessie Ware, MØ) and Tim Anderson (Banks, Halsey), and her studio mate Tim 

Friesen, “Fever Dream” uses an eclectic array of instruments such as the cello and banjo as the basis for 

an emotional outpouring. “It’s about the release of all the pent-up confusion, sadness, frustration, anxiety, 

and rage that I felt over lockdown,” Kathleen says. Accordingly, the lyrics reference the boredom of that 

time ("Nothing but video games and doom-scrolling, 10 thousand hours of porn"), while the instrumental 

captures the surrealness of the era with warped vocals, pounding beats, and funhouse-mirror synths.  

 

Directed by Jackie Radinsky, the “Fever Dream” video reflects the song’s concerns. "From lockdown, 

from increasing climate anxiety, from general overstimulation,” KATHLEEN says. “It’s also about the 

absurdity born out of the denial of all these things." Jarringly upbeat ads and catastrophic news scenes are 

intercut with scenes of KATHLEEN being paralyzed by outside forces. "In my mind, the song and video 

combine to express dissociation," she adds. Watch the "Fever Dream" video HERE. 

 

"How Long Will This Last," also co-produced by Tim Anderson and herself, takes a completely different 

approach. Written when KATHLEEN was living in a riverside cabin in Asheville, North Carolina, the 
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meditative ballad showcases her elegant piano work and rich, impassioned voice, as well as lyrics brimming 

with bone-deep loneliness. "600 square feet all to myself and I am,” she sings. “Lonely as the moon." The 

song is "extremely inward," she confirms. "It was part of the sort of monologue that ran in my head while 

living alone during lockdown." 

 

The visualizer for "How Long Will This Last" finds KATHLEEN mimicking a portrait of poet Emily 

Dickinson, "where she’s sitting with her arms on the table staring straight into the camera.” The video, which 

KATHLEEN directed herself, starts tinted with cream and beige before pops of color slowly appear. "Along 

with Dickinson’s story and image, another main symbol for the many feelings—good and bad—

encompassing and resulting from lockdown was the color beige,” she explains. “Beige for numbness, beige 

for apathy, beige for calm." Watch the "How Long Will This Last" visualizer HERE. 

 

KATHLEEN made her Warner Records debut in 2020 with a pair of critically acclaimed, boldly original EPs, 
KATHLEEN I and KATHLEEN II, collaborating with producers such as Ariel Rechtshaid (HAIM, Charli 
XCX) and Daniel Nigro (Olivia Rodrigo, Caroline Polachek). She released an endearing cover version of 
“Pure Imagination” also in 2020 which landed a national spot in Marriott commercials worldwide, and 
followed up with "San Andreas' Fault" in 2021 as well as a vocal arrangement credit on Olivia Rodrigo’s 
GRAMMY®-winning album Sour. This new era of her original music is a testament to her sense of purpose, 
not just as a songwriter, but as a passionate environmentalist, activist, and human being. “I think the main 
reason I make music is to create a vehicle for conversation and new philosophies,” she says.  

 

 
(Photo credit: Chimera Singer - Click HERE for Hi-Res) 

 

About KATHLEEN: 

An artist infinitely fascinated by the natural world, KATHLEEN creates music as unpredictable as nature 
itself: serene as well as explosive and ineffably dazzling. As a child growing up in the Rocky Mountains, 
she began writing songs at age seven and later studied poetry in college, steadily carving out a truly singular 
songwriting voice that merges her ultra-vivid storytelling with idiosyncratic observation. Now based in Los 
Angeles, KATHLEEN is also an avid writer and collaborator with others, specializing in imaginative and 
pleasantly unpredictable melodies, lyrics and topline. She has  written songs for Medasin and Baker 
Grace, including Grace’s biggest single “Wrong Kind of People.”  In her relatively brief career thus far, she 
has frequently collaborated with Kesha, Dan Nigro, Hudson Mohawk, MNDR, STINT, Yakob, Tim 
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Anderson, Wynne Bennett, Ryan Linvill and others. For her new Warner Records recordings, she’s 
worked yet again with Tim Anderson, STINT. KATHLEEN’s rich confluence of influences span from John 
Prine, Leonard Cohen, and Fink to Bjork, Fiona Apple, and Kate Bush. Yet, her sound remains something 
completely of her own creation. KATHLEEN emerges in 2022 with a new set of songs that explore bold 
sonic textures and a heightened sense of purpose following a period of pandemic-related isolation and 
reflection. “I want to provide a stage for people to share new ways of thinking, and to make it as inclusive 
as possible. At the same time, my music is deeply tied to the therapeutic process—it gives me a lot of peace 
to make something out of painful and confusing times." 

 

# # # 

 

For more information, please contact:  

Rick Gershon | Warner Records 

Rick.Gershon@warnerrecords.com 

 

Follow KATHLEEN: 
Official | Instagram | Twitter | TikTok | Facebook | YouTube |  Press Materials 
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